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ABSTRACT. A convertible multi-authenticated encryption (CMAE) scheme providing confidentiality, authenticity and non-repudiation properties allows a designated recipient to recover and verify an authenticated message which is signed by multiple signers. The recipient has the ability to further prove the dishonesty of signers to any third party if they repudiate their signature latter. In 2008, Wu et al. first proposed a CMAE scheme based on discrete logarithms, but the computational complexity of their scheme is rather high and the message redundancy is required. To improve the performance and remove the message redundancy, Tsai adopted one-way hash functions (such as MD5) to propose a new scheme. In 2005, however, MD5 was cracked by Wang and Yu, which indicates that the schemes using one-way hash functions might turn out to be vulnerable to such an attack. This paper proposes a new efficient CMAE scheme. Neither the one-way hash function nor the message redundancy is employed in the proposed scheme. The scheme not only preserves the advantages of Wu et al.’s, but also outperforms their scheme. With low computational cost, our proposed scheme can be practically implemented.
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1. Introduction. With the rapid development of the network, more and more companies are building business systems on the Internet to increase the work efficiency. Moreover, some companies establish a system to exchange the important data between the company and the other companies. To build such a system, the security requirements should be considered first as follows: (1) How the sender securely sends a message to a specified recipient via an insecure network; (2) How the recipient verifies whether the message is sent from the sender. Authenticated encryption scheme is such a secure message transmission mechanism which achieves the security requirements of confidentiality, authenticity and non-repudiation [1-7]. The confidentiality property ensures that the sensitive information can only be obtained by the designed recipient. With the authenticity property, we can prohibit any adversary from masquerading some one else. The non-repudiation property
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